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This supplement analyzes the following comments on matters discussed in
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•
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Issues in this memorandum that require discussion have been marked with
the following symbol: ☞.
All other issues in this memorandum are presumed to be noncontroversial
“consent” issues. The staff does not intend to separately discuss any consent
issue, unless a Commission member or member of the public expresses a
question or concern about the issue.
Unless otherwise indicated, all citations to statutes in this memorandum are
to the Civil Code.
CLAIMANTS ON A PAYMENT BOND
The California State Council of Laborers Legislative Department, and the
Construction Laborers Trust Funds for Southern California (hereinafter jointly
referred to as “Laborers Group”), suggest that proposed Section 7608, governing
who may make a claim against a direct contractor’s payment bond, is
superfluous and should be deleted from the proposed law. Exhibit pp. 5-7.
As discussed at pages 16-19 of CLRC Memorandum 2007-11, proposed
Section 7608 would continue a statutory ambiguity in existing law regarding
who may make a claim against a payment bond.
The section would provide that a claimant may not recover on a direct
contractor’s payment bond unless “the claimant provided work to the direct
Any California Law Revision Commission document referred to in this memorandum can be
obtained from the Commission. Recent materials can be downloaded from the Commission’s
website (www.clrc.ca.gov). Other materials can be obtained by contacting the Commission’s staff,
through the website or otherwise.
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contractor or one of the direct contractor’s subcontractors ….” The ambiguity
concerns whether the phrase “direct contractor’s subcontractor” includes lower
tier subcontractors, who do not have a direct contractual relationship with a
direct contractor. If the phrase does not include such subcontractors, a
contributor to a work of improvement that worked for one of those
subcontractors would be barred from making a claim against a payment bond.
After analyzing relevant law, the staff recommended that proposed Section
7608(a) be revised, to explicitly provide that a “direct contractor’s subcontractor”
includes subcontractors at every level:
(a) This part does not give a claimant a right to recover on a
direct contractor’s payment bond given under this chapter unless
the claimant provided work to the direct contractor or one of the
direct contractor’s subcontractors, either directly or through one or
more subcontractors, pursuant to a contract between the direct
contractor and the owner.
Laborers Group supports the staff’s interpretation of this provision in existing
law. Exhibit pp. 5-7.
However, the group goes on to suggest that there is no need for Section 7608
in the proposed law at all, in light of proposed Section 7144(c):
§ 7144. Construction of bond
7144. (a) ….
(c) Except as otherwise provided by statute, the sole conditions
of recovery on the bond are that the beneficiary is a person
described in Article 1 (commencing with Section 7400) of Chapter 4
and has not been paid the full amount of the claim.
Comment. Section 7144 restates former Section 3226 without
substantive change. ….
The staff respectfully disagrees. Proposed Section 7144(c) would govern who
may make a claim against a payment bond generally. Section 7608 is still needed
to state who may make a claim against a specific direct contractor’s bond — only
those that provide work for that contractor.
The staff continues to recommend that proposed Section 7608 be revised as
indicated in CLRC Memorandum 2007-11, pp. 18-19.
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NOTICE PRIOR TO ENFORCEMENT OF PAYMENT BOND CLAIM
Laborers Group vigorously objects to the staff’s recommended revision to
proposed Section 7612, governing the advance notice required prior to enforcing
a payment bond claim. Exhibit pp. 2-5.
As indicated pages 21-25 of CLRC Memorandum 2007-11, proposed Section
7612 may be ambiguous as to whether certain claimants must give any notice as
a precondition of enforcing a payment bond claim in court. The ambiguity is
based on the section mandating that a claimant satisfy either of two “conditions”
relating to notice, the first indicated below in italics:
§ 7612. Notice prerequisite to enforcement
7612. A claimant may not enforce the liability on a payment
bond unless any of the following conditions is satisfied:
(a) The claimant has given preliminary notice to the extent required by
Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 7200).
(b) The claimant has given notice to the principal and surety
within the earlier of 75 days after completion of the work of
improvement or 15 days after recordation of a notice of completion.
The notice shall comply with the requirements of Article 4
(commencing with Section 7100).
As certain payment bond claimants (primarily laborers) are not required by
Chapter 2 (or any other part of the proposed law) to give preliminary notice, the
question arises whether those claimants automatically satisfy the condition in
subdivision (a), simply by virtue of their status. If so, these claimants would then
also appear to be excused from complying with subdivision (b), and could
enforce a bond claim in court without having given either of the two specified
notices.
As discussed at page 22 of CLRC Memorandum 2007-11, proposed Section
7612 may change existing law, which in existing Section 3242 appears to require
all payment bond claimants to affirmatively give either preliminary notice, or an
alternative notice of the payment bond claim within a specified time period.
That reading of existing law is supported by Miller & Starr, California Real
Estate (3rd edition), § 28.105, p. 320 (2006), and Marsh, California Mechanics Lien
Law (6th edition), § 4.166 (2007). Neither treatise specifically addresses laborer
notice, but both generally provide that any payment bond claimant must give
either preliminary notice or the second alternative notice (often referred to as a
“post-completion notice”).
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A third treatise expresses a contrary view: A laborer “probably” doesn’t have
to give the post-completion notice. Hunt, California Mechanics Lien and Related
Construction Remedies § 3.60A, pp. 159-160 (Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar 3d ed. 2006).
However, the treatise goes on to state that existing law is ambiguous, and
recommends that laborers give the post-completion notice as the “better
practice,” if for no reason other than to ensure the penal sum of the bond isn’t
exhausted by other claims.
The staff has located no appellate opinion interpreting this aspect of the
provision in existing law, which was enacted in 1994.
The staff solicited input from practitioners on the issue. However, the staff
recommended, in the absence of consensus to the contrary, that the Commission
revise proposed Section 7612 to make explicit that a payment bond claimant
must give either preliminary notice or the post-completion notice described in
subdivision (b).
Opposition to Staff Recommendation
Laborers Group asserts, for several reasons, that laborers should not be
required to give the post-completion notice.
The group first argues that existing law does not require a laborer to give this
second alternative notice prior to enforcing a payment bond claim. However, the
group offers no legal authority for this assertion.
The group also offers several policy reasons why laborers should not be
required to give any notice prior to enforcing a claim against a payment bond.
The group notes that it is more difficult for laborers on a construction project
to pursue mechanics lien remedies than it is for other contributors to the work of
improvement. Not only do laborers typically not have any organizational
structure in place to acquire the information necessary to give various required
notices, but they often move from job to job so frequently they are provided little
more information about the job than when and where to report to work.
Requiring a laborer on a project to provide the post-completion notice
specified in proposed Section 7612(b) would first require the laborer to
determine, as soon as 15 days after the recordation of a notice of completion,
whether a payment bond had been issued on a project. (There is no provision in
either existing or the proposed law requiring that a claimant be given notice
when a payment bond is issued.)
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The time the laborer has to act may be further affected by considerations
related to “substantial completion,” which constitutes “completion” under the
proposed law. Section 7150. To a laborer not well versed in the intricacies of
mechanics lien law, a project that is only “substantially complete” may look as if
there is work remaining to be done (meaning the time to give notice of a
payment bond claim has not yet run).
Compliance with the time requirement of proposed Section 7612(b) may be
particularly difficult for laborers who provide work near the end of a project. By
the time a laborer in this situation realizes that a last paycheck will not be
forthcoming, much or all of the allowed time period for giving the postcompletion notice could have expired.
Laborers Group also argues the situation is even more onerous for laborers
benefit funds that receive a direct contribution from the laborer’s paycheck (and
are eligible, as “laborers,” to make a payment bond claim). This contribution is
usually not made until the middle of the month after work is performed.
Competing Policy Considerations
On the other hand, if laborers are not required to give timely notice as a
precondition to enforcement of a payment bond, bond claims could trickle in
even years after a job is complete. (The statute of limitation for bringing the
action to enforce a payment bond claim can be as long as four years. Proposed
Section 7610; Code Civ. Proc. § 337(1).)
The staff assumes there would be an administrative cost to sureties to keep
bond files open for that long. However, the more significant burden would fall
on direct contractors.
In the typical payment bond situation, the direct contractor is the principal on
the bond. This means that the direct contractor can be sued directly on the bond
by a payment bond claimant. It also means the direct contractor will be
contractually liable to the surety for reimbursement, if the surety has to pay on a
payment bond claim.
This can create a double payment problem for the direct contractor, in a case
in which a laborer pursuing a payment bond claim was employed by a
subcontractor. In this situation, the direct contractor may have already paid the
subcontractor for the work that is the basis for the payment bond claim. If a
payment bond claim is allowed as much as four years after work is done, the
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passage of time could further prevent the direct contractor from pursuing or
even locating the defaulting subcontractor for redress.
Laborers Group argues there are procedures available to direct contractors to
guard against this double payment problem, such as taking over all payroll on a
job, or making use of joint checks. However, engaging in these procedures would
increase a direct contractor’s administrative costs, perhaps substantially.
Recommendation
The staff believes there are relatively strong policy arguments on all sides of
this issue. There also appears to be no simple solution to the problem presented,
at least one that would not involve significant substantive changes in existing
law.
Even slightly expanding the time deadlines in proposed Section 7612(b) for
laborers could provoke opposition, from both direct contractors and laborers (as
the provision then would explicitly require laborers to give a post-completion
notice).
In light of the competing interests, the staff believes the Commission’s best
option would be to revise proposed Section 7612 to more closely track the
language of existing law, which provides as follows:
3242. (a) With regard to a contract entered into on or after
January 1, 1995, in order to enforce a claim upon any payment bond
given in connection with a private work, a claimant shall give the
20-day private work preliminary notice provided in Section 3097.
(b) If the 20-day private work preliminary notice was not given
as provided in Section 3097, a claimant may enforce a claim by
giving written notice to the surety and the bond principal as
provided in Section 3227 within 15 days after recordation of a
notice of completion. If no notice of completion has been recorded,
the time for giving written notice to the surety and the bond
principal is extended to 75 days after completion of the work of
improvement.
Revising Section 7612 in this manner would allow all parties to continue to
make their best arguments as to whether laborers must give a post-completion
notice. The proposed law would not have prejudged any side’s position.
The staff therefore recommends that proposed Section 7612 be revised as
follows:
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§ 7612. Notice prerequisite to enforcement
7612. A claimant may not enforce the liability on a payment
bond unless any of the following conditions is satisfied:
(a) The claimant has given preliminary notice to the extent
required by Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 7200).
(b) The claimant has given notice to the principal and surety
within the earlier of 75 days after completion of the work of
improvement or 15 days after recordation of a notice of completion.
The notice shall comply with the requirements of Article 4
(commencing with Section 7100). (a) In order to enforce a claim
against a payment bond under this part, a claimant shall give the
preliminary notice provided in Chapter 2 (commencing with
Section 7200).
(b) If preliminary notice was not given as provided in Chapter 2
(commencing with Section 7200), a claimant may enforce a claim by
giving written notice to the surety and the bond principal within 15
days after recordation of a notice of completion. If no notice of
completion has been recorded, the time for giving written notice to
the surety and the bond principal is extended to 75 days after
completion of the work of improvement.
ESCROW ACCOUNT AS SECURITY FOR LARGE PROJECTS
Gibbs, Giden, Locher & Turner LLP (“GGLT”), a law firm in Los Angeles, has
written to clarify its previous suggestion that the holder of the escrow account
established under proposed Section 7726 should not be included within the
definition of “construction lender” in proposed Section 7004. Exhibit p. 1; CLRC
Memorandum 2007-11, pp. 27-28. (The portion of GGLT’s comment relating to
this issue has been excerpted from an email also commenting on several other
subjects.)
GGLT had argued that such a construction of the relevant sections would
make the holder of this account subject to stop payment notices. GGLT believes
that would be undesirable.
In its clarification, GGLT no longer appears to be asserting that the proposed
law as drafted would change existing law. Rather, GGLT appears to be
advocating that existing law be changed so as to afford these escrow accounts
special treatment relating to stop payment notices.
GGLT asserts that the special security in this account is intended to be the
direct contractor’s security, and should be immune from stop payment notices
from other claimants. GGLT points out that the other types of security that an
owner would be permitted to provide pursuant to proposed Section 7726 — an
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irrevocable letter of credit or a payment bond — are not subject to a stop
payment notice.
It could be that reasons exist for some type of nuanced treatment of this
special escrow account with regard to stop payment notices. (The issue is
complicated by the fact that an owner is also required to deposit other funds into
this same account.)
However, balancing the multiple policy considerations involved in creating
new substantive law in this very narrow and somewhat technical subject area
would be quite complicated. Moreover, as existing Section 3110.5 was only
enacted in 2001, the staff believes sufficient time has not yet passed to determine
whether the interrelationship of these provisions represents anything other than
a theoretical problem.
The staff continues to recommend that the proposed law relating to this
issue remain as drafted.
Respectfully submitted,
Steve Cohen
Staff Counsel
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COMMENTS OF JOHN F. HEUER
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Subject:
Date:
To:

JHEUER@gglt.com
California Law Revision Commission/Supplemental Comments
April 16, 2007
scohen@clrc.ca.gov

….
Finally, as to your inquiry to clarify an issue relative to our firm’s original submission,
specifically the reference to security for large projects and the exposure of that security to stop
notice claims, I agree that our comment was a bit ambiguous. I think this stems in part from the
fact that Section 3110.5 is quite lengthy and, itself, a bit ambiguous. I believe our problem with
the concept of defining a construction lender and excluding the escrow holder of “construction
security escrow” funds is that these funds are purportedly being set aside to, at some level,
guaranty the owner’s ability to pay the general contractor, its subcontractors and vendors for
work performed. The funds are set aside, in lieu of a payment bond or irrevocable LOC, to
provide that level of security. Although Section 3110.5 also makes reference to depositing
retention or retainage into the “construction security escrow account” in addition to the funds
already deposited to secure the owner’s payment obligations, I personally think that this is a
mistake as it commingles funds that should be separated because of their very nature - i.e., the
construction security escrow account existing to guaranty the owner’s performance while the
retention/retainage funds are established to guaranty the contractor’s performance. Permitting the
commingling of these funds blurs the line between these two funds, a line that shouldn’t be
blurred unless of course the funds in the construction security escrow account are needed to be
drawn upon to pay for work performed. So, our comment was really directed toward the
exposure of the funds guaranteeing the owner’s performance as opposed to retention monies. In
the event those two funding sources are commingled, I believe that the only funds that should be
exposed to stop notices are those retention monies that have been deposited in the escrow
account, again, unless the escrow account is funding payments for work performed because of a
default by the owner.
I hope these comments help to clarify previously submitted comments or, alternatively, provide
further commentary helpful to the Commission. Thank you again for the opportunity to
participate in this process. John.
John F. Heuer, Jr., Esq.
Gibbs, Giden, Locher & Turner LLP
2029 Century Park East, 34th Floor
Los Angeles, California 90067-3039
jheuer@gglt.com
(310) 552-3400 telephone
(310) 552-0805 facsimile
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